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our company
Owned by Grayson Bourne, Five-time Olympian and World Champion kayaker, KayakPro is committed to providing 

innovative, top-of-the-range kayaking products to the discerning paddler. We are dedicated to offering our customers 

the best possible service and a constantly evolving product assortment to meet their every paddling need.
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ICF Racing Kayaks

Weight Range: 145lbs/65.7kg. — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 2
A Full range of the finest Elite level racing kayaks with the very latest successful designs. Offering various weight, construction 
and hull design options. Available in K1 K2 K4 C1 C2 and C2 and C4 designs.

sino

kayakpro kayaks
Are a range of phenomenal performance kayaks, offering a touch more stability than is offered by the present 
range of Olympic racing kayaks. These original KayakPro designs incorporate the new ICF “no width rules” designs 
which allow the performance- minded paddler and fitness oriented athlete more freedom of paddling action, but 
with stability and comfort.

Every KayakPro Kayak comes fitted with:
•  Easy adjust footrests.
•  Rudder wire adjuster
•  Adjustable seats in 2 seat height options.
•  Number holders (if requested.)
•  Understern and Overstern rudders  

(Overstern custom option)
•  Bulkhead options
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Weight Range: 125lbs/56.7kg — 205lbs/93kg. Stability level 4.5
Race kayak for the lightweigh and improving paddler with a reasonable level of stability. Tends to offer more stability than it’s sleek profile would suggest.  
Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Width 17.3”  (438mm). Beam Maximum 19.70” [0.50 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 12.77” [0.324 m)

Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 3.5
A competitive kayak which is able to accommodate medium to heavier athletes, fine V’d ends with a gently rockered hull combined with a very rounded 
center section to give just a touch of stability. Excellent wash riding characteristics great all round performance. A boat for the all round athlete. 
Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Width 18.0”  (457mm). Beam Maximum 20.06” [0.53 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 12.78” [0.325 m]
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Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 210lbs/ 95 kg. Stability level 6
Our more stable and versatile performance Kayak, offering great straight line speed to a touring shaped hull, cited as “the fastest touring boat in the world” 
The perfect performance kayak for adventure racing and fitness training. Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Height: 14 Inches 135.56cm), Width: 20 1/2 Inches (520cm) 
Complies with touring class regulations (over 18 Inches wide at the 4 inch waterline).  Beam Maximum 20.76” [0.53 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 13.4” 
[0.340 m]

Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 5
Designed to excel in long distance flat water and ocean racing. Very low resistance at speed in flat water and upwind in waves. Good controllability and surfing 
speed downwind in waves. Low resistance in shallow, flat water. Beam Maximum 18.75” [0.48 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 15.1” [0.38 m]
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Weight Range: 120lbs/54kg — 210lbs/95kg. Stability level 8
A true Sea kayak with racing pedigree, Good directional stability, stable, sleek through the water. Features a low line cockpit area and deck to allow unrestricted 
paddling action. Designed for the lighter to mid-weight paddler. Fitted with deck-lines and hatches and bulkheads as standard. A competition ready sea kayak 
fits USCA and USACK regulations for races. Designed by Rob Feloy to be the fastest in its class. Fast and smooth on flat water, Easy and predictable in a  
following sea. Overall length  17’ 11 1/2” (5.47 M) Width.  21 1/2” (547mm.)

Weight Range: 180lbs/81.65kg - 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 8
Marlin, a larger volume kayak than the Nemo, designed with the same performance characteristics, but able to accommodate the larger paddler. A
wider cockpit and increased front deck volume accommodates mid to heavy athletes. The same stability and hull profile as the Nemo, Marlin is fitted
with Bulkheads, decklines (with recessed deck fittings), carrying handles, hatches, a responsive “Gas-peddle” rudder system. Marlin can be used for
touring and day tripping. Fits USCA and USACK regulations for races. Overall lenght: 17’11.5” [5.47m], Width: 21.5” [547mm]
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Namu is a fast and efficient, fitness and recreational kayak.  Stable, with great tracking. Its design is optimized to perform extraordinarily well, both on the 
Ocean and on flat water.
It is fully fitted-out with deck lines, recessed deck fittings, hatches and bulkheads, a pull-up smart track rudder and adjustable footrest system; it also incorpo-
rates an adjustable Italian seat, to allow you to trim the Shamu to perfection.

Namu is available in 3 unique design sizes to allow a better fitting and better performing boat.

Nhamu L  Length 14 ft 9” (4.49 m )
  BEAM. 23.5” (597mm)
  Recommended Athlete weights: 140 Lbs- 240 Lbs (65 kgs -110 kgs)

Nhamu M  Length 14 ft 9” (4.49 m )
  BEAM. 22.0” (559mm)
  Recommended Athlete weights: 84 Lbs –162lbs (39.5 kgs -75 kgs)

Nhamu – Sit on top Length 14 ft 9” (4.49 m )
  BEAM. 23.5” (597mm)
  Recommended Athlete weights: 84 Lbs- 162 Lbs (39.5 kgs -110 kgs)
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kayaktrek kayaks
KayakTrek Kayaks, by KayakPro are our range of cost-conscious composite construction recreational kayaks. They maintain the high quality of composite 

construction that our Elite racing performance kayaks do. Composite construction is in itself is synonymous with smooth sleek finishes and lightweight 

constructions- giving ease of performance and handling. Why struggle with overweight plastic boats? The light and responsive feel of composite kayaks 

allows the paddler to be as one with his boat.

Our Kayaks, although cost conscious are constructed with high performance Epoxy resins, and composite heat-cured moulding techniques -leaving 

aside lower quality polyester resins.

affordability + superior quality
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Max Capacity: 200lbs/90.7kg, Length 14 Ft (4.25m) Width 23.5 inches (60 cm), Boat weight: 35 lbs/15.8kg, Skeg Depth 1.75 inches (46mm)
The Baja is moderately stable sleek recreation, touring and fitness kayak, with terrific straight line tracking. A remarkably responsive kayak making full 
use of its in-built skeg to give it directional stability- whilst still retaining the responsiveness you would expect from a KayakTrek kayak. The Baja a 
shear pleasure to paddle.

The Baja Flite comes with a low level “hung” seat. It is lighter kayak and aimed more towards the fitness and active paddler than its brother the Baja Expedition.

Max Capacity: 200lbs/90.7kg, Length 14 Ft (4.25m) Width 23.5 inches (60 cm), Boat weight: 37.5 lbs/17kg, Skeg Depth 1.75 inches (46mm)
Has the same responsive hull as its sister the Baja Flite. The Baja Expedition has 2 added day-hatches back and front, with streamline low level 
hatch covers and bulkheads.

It has a high backed seat, and additional deck styling which gives it a more robust look.
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Construction
Lightweight Epoxy Resin laminate construction. Epoxy Resins ensure stiff lightweight durable, hardwearing boats. They make KayakTrek 
kayaks far more durable than simple heavier, polyester resins, with less risk of de-lamination and deterioration.

Internal and External Kevlar seams. Most composite kayaks are joined using internal fiberglass seams; - Kevlar is a far more robust joining 
tape product. Kevlar seams ensure that your Kayak will not split or crack on the hull-deck seam line.

Finished Interior. Magnificent- fully finished interiors, give a smooth, beautiful, gleaming interior to your kayak. Our internal finishes are not 
usually found in other kayaks -other than on top-of-the-line performance kayaks. Our fine finishing will ensure that no absorption of water 
occurs to the fabric of your Kayak.

Durable composite carrying handles. Plastic carrying handles or simply plastic toggles are usually used on Composite kayaks. These tend to 
swivel and make carrying your kayak difficult. Our composite handles are durable fixed and solid – allowing you to retain your strong grip on the kayak, no 
wrestling with moving rope and plastic handles.

Max Capacity: 370lbs/167.7kg, Length 16 Ft (490 cm) Width 30 inches (77 cm), Boat weight: 55 lbs/24.9kg
A Tandem Kayak that has a perfect balance of stability, safety, accessibility, and maneuverability. It is ideal to share the on-the-water experience. 
Its large open cockpit giving the paddler the feeling of comfort and freedom. Beginners and trippers will love the handling of this uncomplicated 
kayak. Suitable for rivers lakes protected coastal waters.
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Features
Durable composite carrying handles:
Plastic carrying handles or simply plastic toggles are usually 
used on Composite kayaks. These tend to swivel and make 
carrying your kayak difficult. Our composite handles are du-
rable fixed and solid – allowing you to retain your strong grip on 
the kayak, no wrestling with moving rope and plastic handles.

Comfortable composite Seats:
Gives the kayaker support and comfort.

Hatches:
Low profile lightweight waterproof hatches and bulkheads 
front and rear allowing both storage and access to water-
tight compartments. (Baja Expedition only).

Backrest and seat pads incorporating cup holders:
Further add to the kayakers seating pleasure.

Easy adjust footrest:
At the flick of the wrist, the easily moved footrest allows 
the paddler to alter the footrest to suit his leg-length, 
ensuring paddling comfort.

Deck lines:
Lowprofile deck fittings with elastic deck lines attach to, 
give you perfect “on-deck” storage of important items that 
need to be easily accessed.

Directional Skeg:
Keeps your KayakTrek kayak straight -“on track” giving 
your boat the liveliness you deserve, but the directional 
stability you crave. (Baja Flite, Baja Expedition and Cali 
only).
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Swift Racing is a high quality manufacturer of IDBF Certified 10 and 20 man racing dragon boats.  Each boat is crafted 
produced and designed to provide years of service with a minimum of maintenance. Durable Hardwood seat and 
Gunwale rails, come as standard.  The dragon heads and tails are constructed of light-weight polyester resins and are 
molded construction.  Each head and tail is painstakingly painted by hand using traditional Chinese methods.

Dragon Boats
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Folding Kayak Trestles 
Strong robust and durable. 

Available in 2 heights:
Standard:  15 1/2 inches (40 cm) and 
High:          20 1/2 inches (52 cm)
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Folding Kayak Trestles 
Strong robust and durable. 

Available in 2 heights:
Standard:  15 1/2 inches (40 cm) and 
High:          20 1/2 inches (52 cm)

Kayak Ergometer

SpeedStroke was developed to offer an unparallel replication of Kayaking and 
canoeing- with the added benefit of computer monitoring. SpeedStroke GYM’s 
paddling action is almost identical to that of real kayaking. There is no jarring 
on catch, therefore any risk of injury. The Smooth unrestricted action, allows a 
true “on the water feeling”. Adjustable resistance and paddle length ensures the 
SpeedStroke feels just like your own boat for the duration of the workout.

SPEEDSTROKE UNIQUE FEATURES
Special attention has been paid to details that make a difference:
Adjustable paddling resistance
GYM quality finish
Easy adjust footrest
Footrest pull bar
On board computer and performance monitor
Upgradable virtual software

Official supplier of
Kayak Ergometers to the

2004 & 2008
Olympic Games

“Speedstroke is the best way I know to get 
kayak-specific training when you can’t get on 
the water”

Adam Van Koeverden
2008 Beijing Olympic K1 500m - Silver
2004 Athens Olympic K1 500M - Gold

2004 Athens Olympic K1 1000m - Bronze
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Multistroke
Dragon Boat Outrigger Pro Canoe ergometer

Whether you are a serious racer or a recreational paddler, Multistroke helps you improve 
your fitness level so you get more out of your time on the water. Multistroke replicates sport-
specific movements that will help you develop the physical improvements necessary to 
enhance performance.

Multistroke is the first ergometer specifically designed for dragon boat, outrigger and pro-
canoe athletes. Unlike any other ergometer available, Multistroke precisely replicates the 
resistance and feel of dragon boat, outrigger and pro canoe paddling.

Multistroke simulates the true on the water feel of paddling by replicating the mechanics of 
blade entry and the relationship between the forces on the shaft and the top guiding hand.

Official supplier of
Kayak Ergometers to the

2004 & 2008
Olympic Games
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C1
Pro Canoe ergometer

SpeedStroke Gym - can be used for either right or left- handed paddlers. Fully adjustable resistance, adjustable shaft, and 
large visible on-board computer display.

Official supplier of
Kayak Ergometers to the

2004 & 2008
Olympic Games
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KayakPro USA LLC
Innovative Kayaking products

Avalon on the Sound East
40 Memorial Highway Suite 30-E

New Rochelle NY 10801

Tel 914 740 5055
Fax 775 371 1018

www.KayakPro.com
sales@KayakPro.com


